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 Comment upon Cameron’s rhetoric and analyze the purport of this speech ‘on both sides of the Atlantic’. 

Transcript from President Obama and Prime Minister Cameron’s Joint Press Conference (July 20
th

, 2010) 

 

Notes on the type of document:  

 It is an extract from a transcript (that is, the written transcription of a speech that was delivered orally). 

 A joint press conference usually follows a formal discussion between leaders. 

 As we have just pointed out, this was originally an oral delivery. Yet a speech is always prepared on paper 

first. So this document has an oral quality, but all the words have been carefully chosen. 

 The audience is multiple: of course it was intended for the journalists from the whole world that actually 

attended the conference; but the target of this speech is much broader than that. It includes the American 

and the British peoples. And it definitely has economic and political targets. 
 

 

Notes on the date:  

 Cameron had just been elected: it was his first official visit to Washington since taking office. 

 The press conference took place exactly 3 months after the explosion of a drilling well below the Gulf of 

Mexico  which was under contract for BP (April 20th, 2010). This episode is now referred to as “the Gulf (of 

Mexico) oil spill” or “the Deepwater Horizon oil spill”. 
 

 

Notes on the title:  

 One should notice that the extract under study is exclusively spoken by David Cameron. We can imagine that 

Obama and he spoke in turn about several topics.  

 

 The BP oil spill was definitely the most burning issue of the moment and the first political firestorm Cameron 

has had to face. 
 

On BP, which we discussed at some length, I completely understand the anger that exists right across America.  The 

oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is a catastrophe — for the environment, for the fishing industry, for tourism.  I’ve 

been absolutely clear about that.  And like President Obama, I’ve also been clear that it is BP’s role to cap the leak, to 

clean up the mess, and to pay appropriate compensation.  I’m in regular touch with senior management at BP, and the 

President is, too, to make sure that happens.  And the progress that’s been made to cap the leak is a step in the right 

direction. 

 Highlighted passages: they are an evidence of the discussion that Obama & Cameron have had beforehand. 

“we” refers to “Obama and I”. 

 

 underlined passages: Cameron overtly expresses sympathy for the American people. He wants to to 

acknowledge their “anger” & appear considerate. However the “anger” he mentions refers only to the fact that 

the BP oil spill is one of the worst environmental disasters in US history. [Hundreds of lawsuits have been 

filed against companies associated with the oil spill by fishermen, restaurant & rental property owners, etc. 

who suffered damage from the explosion.] But we know there is another reason for this “anger”. (Cf. §3) 
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Equally, of course, BP is an important company to both the British and the American economies.  Thousands of jobs 

on both sides of the Atlantic depend on it.  So it’s in the interest of both our countries, as we agreed, that it remains a 

strong and stable company for the future.  And that’s something we discussed today. 

 Cameron insists on the notion of economic partnership. Even though BP’s original legal name was “British 

Petroleum”, he wants to remind the Americans that BP’s largest division is “BP America”, which is the biggest 

producer of oil and gas in the USA and is headquartered in Houston, Texas. 

 In other words, he means that the British and the Americans have to stick together / to show great solidarity 

in an already very tense economic situation. 

 Highlighted passages: again, traces of the previous discussion. 

And let us not confuse the oil spill with the Libyan bomber. I’ve been absolutely clear about this right from the start, 

and in our meeting we had what we call a “violent agreement,” which is that releasing the Lockerbie bomber, a mass 

murderer of 270 people, the largest act of terrorism ever committed in the United Kingdom, was completely wrong. 

He showed his victims no compassion.  They were not allowed to die in their beds at home, surrounded by their 

families.  So in my view, neither should that callous killer have been given that luxury.  That wasn’t a decision taken 

by BP; it was a decision taken by the Scottish government.  We have to accept that under the laws of my country, where 

power on certain issues is devolved to Scotland, this was a decision for the Scottish Executive, a decision that they took. 

This paragraph is the most important to comment upon. It is at the heart of the “problematique” of this text: 

 

1) ECONOMIC  ISSUES: Cameron’s need to “patch things up” with the Americans for economic reasons, and thus 

to deny BP’s role in the Lockerbie affair. 

 

2) DIPLOMATIC  ISSUES: Cameron’s will to distance himself from the Scottish decision to release “the Libyan 

bomber” a year before. Cameron’s uncomfortable situation: he is the diplomatic representative of the United 

Kingdom abroad, and yet he disapproves of the Scottish decision. 

 

3) NATIONAL  ISSUES: This reveals tensions that exist at home and how Cameron’s election could lead to full 

independence for the Scots.  

 

 

 a decision taken by the Scottish government:  

 Since 1999 powers have been devolved to Scotland & Wales. The devolved government for Scotland can 

make decisions in its own areas. It is responsible for most issues of day-to-day concern, including health, 

education, transport, rural affairs and justice. It is accountable to the Scottish Parliament.  

 The Scottish government is made up of Cabinet Secretaries & Ministers and it is led by the First Minister. 

The current First Minister is Alex Salmond, a member of the SNP (Scottish National Party). This political 

party has always fought for full independence. 

 

 The Libyan bomber:  

 In December 1988, a plane that was supposed to fly from London Heathrow to New York’s JFK was 

destroyed by a bomb as it was flying, killing all passengers & crew members, most of whom were American. 

Besides; 11 people in Lockerbie, in southern Scotland, were killed as large sections of the plane fell. That 

is why the event is referred to as the Lockerbie bombing.  

 A Libyan man, Al-Megrahi, was convicted for / found guilty of the bombing. In July 2009, this man applied 

to released from jail on compassionate grounds because he suffered from terminal prostate cancer. In 

August 2009, he was granted compassionate release by the Scottish government / he was released on 

humanitarian grounds. But his survival beyond the 3 months prognosis generated some controversy and a 

lot of anger from the American victims’ families. 
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 I’ve been absolutely clear about this right from the start, and in our meeting we had what we call a “violent 
agreement,”:  

 At the time of the release, Cameron’s instant response was that it was “a very bad decision” that the 

Scottish Executive took. Gordon Brown himself refused to debate the issue at that time because he didn’t 

want to take sides in the Washington / Holyrood conflict over this decision. 

 A year later, while at the press conference, Cameron had to face allegations that BP played a role in the 

release of Al-Megrahi. Cameron denied that the oil giant had been involved.  

 In 2009, BP acknowledged that it urged the government to sign a prisoner transfer to Libya, but it said it 

did not specifically discuss the Al-Megrahi case. BP feared that disputes about a prisoner transfer 

agreement could damage its oil exploitation contracts with Libya. 

 The oxymoronic term Cameron uses to define his discussion with President Obama about this topic (“a 

violent agreement”) reveals the turmoil in which he finds himself: having to justify a decision that was 

taken “under the laws of [his] country” (and by which he must abide as a diplomat) and his personal point 

of view as a man. 

 

I know that Senator Kerry’s committee is looking into these issues.  My government will engage constructively with 

those hearings.  And, indeed, my foreign secretary has already set out the government’s position. 

A year later, Al-Megrahi is still alive / lives on and the BP oil spill revived the controversy over his release. A 

Senate committee in the USA is investigating claims that the oil giant lobbied the British government to let Al-

Megrahi go, in order to win oil contracts from the Libyan government.  

 

So let me thank you again, Barack, for hosting me today.  While at the World Cup, our teams could only manage a 

score draw. I believe our relationship can be a win-win.  And, yes, I did enjoy drinking the 312 beer — cold — during 

the World Cup.  (Laughter.)  I enjoyed it so much that when I watched Germany beat Argentina, I actually cheered for 

Germany.  That’s something that’s a big admission for a British person to make, so the beer is obviously very effective.  

(Laughter.) 

 Highlighted passages:  

 Cameron tries hard to sound friendly. Notice how in line 4 he called his counterpart “President Obama” and 

switches to the much less formal “Barack”.  

 The allusion to the 312 beer and the World Cup is yet another strategy to ease the strained / tense 

atmosphere of this press conference. In the football World Cup, the US-England game ended up in a tie 

(“a score draw”). And both leaders paid off their respective debts, each with his local brew. The 312 beer 

in an ale from Chicago, Obama’s hometown. Cameron had to drink his beer cold, the American way.  

 The fact that Cameron and Obama laugh together is a sign they wish to convey: to show that their 

relationship is stronger than the current tensions they’re going through. 

 Passages in italics: They announce the following paragraph. They are a reminder that the Americans and the 

British side by side against Germany.  

 Underlined passages: Cameron and Obama are the 2 main leaders in the western world. Cameron wishes they 

focused on the future rather than lingering on the past.  
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But what you — what you said, Barack, though, about British and American soldiers fighting together, sometimes dying 

together, serving together, is absolutely right.  And we should never forget that — whether it’s on the beaches of 

Normandy, whether it’s in Korea, whether in Iraq, or whether now in Afghanistan. 

However, he relies heavily on the past in this part of his speech. He carefully chooses the historic references he 

uses to back up his “win-win” stance: both countries have fought side by side in several conflicts in the last 70 

years. What he means is that it is a long-lasting, a stable and reliable special relation.  

 The beaches of Normandy: refers to the landing operations of the Allies which played a decisive role 

during WWII. 

 Korea: in the 1950-1953 conflict, the Republic of Korea was supported by the United Nations (against 

communist North Korea, China and the Soviet Union). 

 Iraq: the war began in 2003 with the invasion of Iraq by a multinational force led by troops from the 

United States (Bush) and the UK (Blair). 

 Afghanistan: The US military operation (“Enduring freedom”) was launched in response to the September 

11, 2001 terrorist attacks in the USA and was supported by the British military. 

 

Our relationship is one that has an incredibly rich history. It is based on ties of culture and history and, yes, emotion, 

too.  But for all those things, I think it has also an incredibly strong future that is based on results — results of a positive 

partnership of working together, agreeing where we agree; when we have disagreements, working through them and 

coming to a fair conclusion.  It’s a partnership that I profoundly want to make work as well as it possibly can in the 

years that I’m Prime Minister of Britain and with you as President of the United States. 

So thank you again for welcoming me here today. 

 Pronouns: the collective pronoun “we” does not have the same referents in line 32 (= we, Americans and 

British) and in lines 1 & 38 (= we, Barack and I). “I” / “with you”: sound like an oath Cameron is taking: he 

pledges to commit himself fully to both the mission the British people gave him and the “partnership” he wants 

with Obama. 

 From culture, history and emotion to partnership: He gradually comes back to economy: he wouldn’t like the 

BP oil spill to dominate his visit and wishes he & Obama could move on. 
 

 

Potential tensions at home: [this could make an interesting conclusion] 

In 2009, many SNP strategists believed that a Tory government would provide the perfect scenario under which 

to win an independence referendum because: 

1) Cameron had immediately and overtly condemned the Scottish (SNP) decision to release the Libyan bomber. 

2) The UK would be governed by an administration many Scots did not vote for. 

Some Tory members thought that independence might not be such a bad thing, more so as Scotland started to 

raise more of its own money. Financial independence for Scotland during a public spending crisis in which every 

pound counts might suit the current British government. 

 

Now the question is : Is the “Conservative and Unionist” party (= the Tory party’s full name) ready to dispense 

with the “unionist” part of its label ? Does Cameron want to be the man who got to run the country, only to lose 

half of it ? 

 


